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28O.   To find $PmPndp letioeen any limits.    The functions Pm, Pn satisfy
Multiply the first by Pw and the second by Pm and integrate each product by parts. We then obtain by subtraction
where the right-hand side is to be taken between the given limits.
It immediately follows that where the limits are -1 to. +1 the integral is zero. When m is even and n odd, we deduce from Art. 269
1.3.5...(m-l)   1.3.5...(?z-2)
f o •Cm-c"u*'- (n-m) (7i + ro + l)"    2.4.6 ... m   " " 2 .4. 6 ... (w- ] When m and n are both even or both odd, the integral is half that of the same integral with the limits ±1 and is therefore zero.
Since P0=1 we find m (m +1) /   Pmdp is equal to the value of dPm\dp when p = 0. Also
f+1
281.    To prove that   I    Pn*
' Zn 4- 1 '
This important result may be deduced from Art. 27 S by putting j^^^p^ ku£ ^e following method is of more general application. We multiply the equation of differences, viz.
nPn - (Zn - l)pPn-i + (n - 1) PM = 0, by Pn and integrate between the limits p = ± 1.    We then have
nJTVc^ - (2n - VJpPnPn^dp = 0.
In the same way, if we multiply by Pn_2 and integrate between the same limits, we find
- (Zn - l)fpP^Pn^dp + (n - 1) /PVadp = 0. We now write n + 1 for n in the last equation and eliminate fpPnPn^dp.    We thus arrive at
(Zn + l)fPn2dp = (Zn - 1) JPW^,
provided n is not zero. By continued reduction we find that each of these is equal to fPQzdp = 2. The result follows at once.           ^/'                  '' )|; f
where p = cos6.
To prove the first, integrate by parts and notice that since d'*PJdp2 = P" is of lower dimensions than Pn, $PnP"dp = Q. To prove the second, write d6= -dp/JCL-p2), integrate by parts and use the differential equation.
Ex. 2.   Prove that /      -^-^dp = m (m + 1) if n>m, and m + n is even.    It is evidently zero if m + n is odd.

